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Empower people to drive success

BUILD



“We’ve moved from a position of fire-fighting to being able to make informed, 

forwarding looking decisions about the business. Our staff are motivated because 

when targets are achieved now, we’re able to reward this—and quickly. At the same 

time we’ve made incredible savings and are more profitable. The business is in better 

shape than it’s ever been—we’re delighted.” 

— David Bibby 
Finance Director 

   Sports and Leisure Management

ACHIEVE



People drive business success
It’s your people who drive results, regardless of your industry or the size of your organization. 

Growth and success depend on providing everyone in your business— the CEO, management and 

teams, individuals—with ready access to the systems, information, and tools they need to work at 

peak performance.

But you know that. And we know it, because we’ve worked directly with our customers to design 

Microsoft Dynamics® GP, a solution that bridges the gap between business process automation 

and the way people really work.

For growing organizations, Microsoft Dynamics GP Business Essentials offers a solution built 

for rapid installation, data migration, and ease of use, packaged and priced for companies on a 

growth path. Designed to help people accomplish more from the start,  Microsoft Dynamics  GP 

works like and with the familiar Microsoft® Office system and utilizes proven Microsoft 

technologies to connect information, processes, and reporting capabilities across your entire 

business. And as your organization changes and grows, Microsoft Dynamics GP offers a cost-

effective path for adding functionality and users.

Grow your business with confidence. 



The Role Center delivers a 

personalized home page that 

enables people to work with 

the information and tasks most 

relevant to their jobs.

Empower people to work faster 

and smarter with the Action 

Pane, an intuitive, graphical 

command bar that appears 

across all navigation lists.

Quickly migrate critical business 

data and configuration settings 

from legacy systems.

SIMPLIFY



GET UP AND RUNNING QUICKLY AND  

MOVE EASILY INTO THE FUTURE

rapid migration of your existing data. Built-in 

tools help you get your solution up and running 

quickly, including a Rapid Configuration tool 

that allows you to streamline your deployment 

by selecting or customizing a preconfigured, 

industry-standard setup. Our data migration 

tools help you quickly migrate your existing 

data, allowing you to start from day one with 

your information intact. 

®

robust data storage and management, along 

with a stable platform for growth.

even thousands of users, Microsoft Dynamics 

GP is ready to grow with your business. No 

matter how many concurrent users you need, 

or how large your database or transaction 

volumes become, Microsoft Dynamics GP  

your needs.

a proven, innovative Microsoft platform. 

Everything you need – your operating system, 

database, personal productivity tools, e-mail, 

and business management system – comes 

from one trusted partner, Microsoft. When you 

choose Microsoft Dynamics GP, you can focus 

on growing your business, rather than on the 

technology supporting it.

GIVE YOUR PEOPLE A SOLUTION  

THEY WANT TO USE

system in Microsoft Dynamics GP.  Equipped 

with a familiar user interface and Role TailoredTM

home pages, your employees can get started 

quickly, helping reduce training costs.

tasks with the Action Pane, an intuitive 

command bar inspired by Ribbons in the 2007 

Microsoft Office system.

tasks with the Role Center, a tailored home 

page that helps people to focus on their key 

responsibilities, reduce time spent chasing 

information and reports, and increase personal 

productivity.

quick access to Microsoft Dynamics GP data 

from Microsoft Office system applications, 

including access to customer, vendor, 

inventory, general ledger account,  

and employee information.

system—including Office Excel®, Office Word, 

and Office Outlook®—makes it easy for people 

to find, use, and share information within the 

applications they use every day.



DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY BY CONNECTING 

BUSINESS INFORMATION AND PROCESSES

automating critical accounting tasks and 

connecting information for general ledger, 

payables, receivables, and fixed assets. 

Efficiently manage requirements for multiple 

currencies, intercompany transactions, bank 

reconciliation, encumbrance management, 

 and more.

with integrated functionality that connects 

inventory control, purchasing and sales order 

processes, and financial management.

and improve overall productivity. Integrated 

data and rich drill-down capabilities equip 

everyone in your organization to locate precise, 

real-time information from wherever they’re 

working in the system.

EMPOWER ALL YOUR PEOPLE TO MAKE 

SMART, FAST DECISIONS

and analyze real-time information from across 

all areas of your business. Whether you’re 

working in Microsoft Dynamics GP or Office 

Excel, you can use spreadsheet analyses, 

budgeting templates, PivotTables®, and more 

to transform business data into decision-

driving information.

and sales trends with built-in inquiry and 

reporting capabilities. For example, you can 

quickly retrieve data from Microsoft Dynamics 

GP and create customized Office Excel reports. 

If you want the ability to perform ad hoc 

queries using Office Excel, Microsoft Dynamics 

GP includes more than 200 Office Excel report 

templates that connect to the database, so that 

you always work with current information.

be analyzed in familiar tools such as Office 

or Microsoft FRx®,  and then exported to 

industry-standard file formats. Our reporting 

tools include more than 500 standard, 

customizable reports that span a wide range  

of business needs.

to the reports they use most often, including 

Reporting Services reports, Office Excel reports, 

and more.

“Together with Excel, Microsoft Dynamics GP allows us to highlight our 

financial information in a vivid, easily understood format. The Addison 

Avenue executive team has a greater insight into the position and health 

of the credit union.” 

—  Elizabeth Chege
    Controller 

    Addison Avenue Federal Credit Union



PERFORM

Gain new insight into 

your business using  

Office Excel graphical 

reporting capabilities.



INSIGHTS



Streamlined functionality, with room to grow
Microsoft Dynamics GP Business Essentials offers broad-based functionality at an affordable 
price that allows you to get up and running quickly, yet gives you the flexibility to add users or 
upgrade to Microsoft Dynamics GP Advanced Management at any time.

Financial Management

General Ledger with AFA Maintain all of your financial journal entries and budgets with 

a double-entry accounting ledger.

Analytical Accounting Analyze financial data by whatever criteria you require for 

greater reporting flexibility and extensibility. Track financial 

data by different dimensions, such as region or profit center, 

without adding to your chart of accounts.

Fixed Asset Management Improve financial control and put company assets to the 

best possible use with tools for tracking, analyzing, and 

manipulating fixed assets.

Intercompany Set up and maintain relationships so that revenues or 

expenses incurred in one company can be tracked as “due to” 

or “due from” amounts in other companies.

MultiCurrency Process transactions in multiple currencies including invoices, 

checks, statements, packing slips, and much more.

Encumbrance Management Locate and track budget information, query current or 

historical encumbrances, and streamline period-end and 

year-end reporting processes.

Bank Reconciliation Reconcile from your checkbook ledger to the bank’s records 

through a single, automated process. Two versions are 

available for international needs.

Electronic Bank 

Management*+

Streamline set-up, entry, maintenance, and reconciliation 

for all transactions that appear on your bank statement—

including payments to creditors, cash receipts from debtors, 

and bank charges.

Electronic Funds  Transfer from 

Payables Management*+

Securely transfer payments by transmitting your payables to 

the bank after you’ve processed them.

Electronic Funds Transfer from 

Receivables Management*+

Transfer sales batches with associated payments and 

automatically generate an electronic file for banking transfers.

Payables Management Automate routine and complex accounts payable tasks with 

real-time statistical history, easy reconciliation,  account 

control, payment scheduling, and tracking.

Receivables Management Control your accounts receivable with easy reconciliation and 

automated processes for invoices, receipts, finance charges, 

and statements. Analyze customer activity.

Safe Pay Safe Pay generates an electronic file of authorized checks and 

voids to the bank, enabling banks to confirm the authenticity 

of a check number and amount before payment.
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“Microsoft Dynamics GP with FRx reporting has allowed us to keep the 

same number of people while becoming much more efficient—our stress 

levels have gone down tremendously.”

— Brad Stricklin
Associate Director, Business and Finance

UCF Athletics Association, Inc.

Business Intelligence and Reporting

Office Smart Tags View Microsoft Dynamics GP data from Office Word, Office 

Excel, and Office Outlook:  For example, you can drill into a 

an Office Outlook e-mail for additional customer information 

stored in Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Reminders Receive automatic reminders, personalized to your specific 

needs, when conditions change.

SmartList 

SmartList Builder *

Microsoft Dynamics GP users can gain quick access to vital 

information with more than 200 built-in SmartLists. They can 

also use SmartList builder to create personalized SmartLists.

Office Excel-Based Reports Create refreshable graphs and reports with Office Excel for 

real-time data access.

SQL Server Reporting 

Services Reports

Reduce the time it takes to create reports—and take full 

Services Reports.

Report Writer Work easily with a built-in reporting tool to modify more than 

400 Microsoft Dynamics GP reports.

Microsoft FRx® Gain control of your financial reporting process. This robust 

reporting tool gives you comprehensive, boardroom-quality, 

customizable reports that are easy to create, distribute, and 

use. Advanced capabilities let you drill down into transaction 

detail, translate statements into multiple currencies, and 

automate report options selections.

Crystal Reports Professional* Transform Microsoft Dynamics GP data into  

presentation-quality information with Crystal Reports 

Professional, an industry standard reporting tool.



Supply Chain Management

Sales Order Processing with 

Advanced Invoicing

Automate the sales ordering process to improve customer 

service, control fulfillment and invoicing, and minimize 

shipping and labor costs.

Inventory Management Monitor inventory stock levels and costs and set prices on 

a customer-by-customer basis to stay competitive, speed 

fulfillment, and build loyalty.

Purchase Order Processing Manage commitments and build lasting vendor relationships 

with automated purchasing and approval processes. Utilize 

blanket purchase orders.

Landed Costs Track and update the true cost associated with an inventory 

item and then automatically assign or modify costs as items 

are received. 

Bill of Materials*+ Increase productivity with fast, flexible tracking for 

components and subassemblies used in light manufacturing 

and similar production and assembly operations.  

Human Resource Management*

Payroll – US Automate payroll processing, equip staff to handle complex 

payroll requirements, and offer better service to your 

employees while reducing necessary overhead costs.

Advanced Payroll Extend Payroll capabilities with Pay Policy Manager, Labor 

Accrual Manager, Advanced Labor Reporting, and Payroll 

Hours to General Ledger functionality.

Federal Magnetic Media Help maintain full compliance with government reporting 

requirements by generating Federal Magnetic Media files.

Payroll Connect Automate data transfer from ADP Payroll for Windows into 

General Ledger, using a turnkey solution that eliminates the 

need to re-enter data.

Payroll Direct Deposit Add payroll funds to employees’ bank, savings and loan, or 

credit union accounts through an automated clearing house 

(ACH) file.

Human Resources Attract and retain top talent and offer employees better 

services with customizable hiring processes, scheduling, pay 

rates, and performance evaluation tools.

Advanced Human Resources Extend Human Resources with Benefit Lifecycle Manager, 

Certification, License and Training Manager, and Employee 

Health and Wellness functionality.

PTO Manager Manage complex and changing vacation and sick time 

policies quickly and accurately.
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“What Microsoft Dynamics GP offers is the ability to stay on one product 

for the entire lifecycle of the company. It grows with your business. If you’re 

going to stay a small mom-and-pop operation, something like QuickBooks 

might work well, but if you intend to grow the business, the last thing you 

want is to have to convert to another accounting package later on.“

— Jeff Skeen
President & CEO

Titan Fitness

INNOVATE



Configuration and Development

Integration Manager—

Conversions*

Convert your data to Microsoft Dynamics GP by using  

this integration tool during implementation  

(Available for 240 days after purchase).

Integration Manager—

Distribution*

Import data from other systems on a one-time or continuous 

basis into Purchase Order Processing, Sales Order Processing, 

and Inventory modules.

Integration Manager—

Financials and Payroll*

Import data from other systems on a one-time or continuous 

basis into Financial Management and Payroll modules.

Extender* Personalize your system without a developer by easily 

creating additional windows.  Integrate new information into 

reporting options.

Security Management Manage user security by roles and tasks effectively with 

straightforward configuration windows and broad audit 

reporting processes. 

Country -Specific 

Functionality

For some regions, additional features are available to meet 

country-specific legal requirements. 

Additional Languages * Microsoft Dynamics GP is available in International English, 

US English, French-Canadian, and Latin American Spanish 

languages.
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CHOOSE THE SOLUTION THAT FITS YOUR 

NEEDS WITH BUSINESS READY LICENSING

Get the right solution, at the right time, at the 

right price. With Business-Ready Licensing, 

you can choose from two editions—Business 

Essentials and Advanced Management—as 

well as from add-on components. By offering 

straightforward purchasing and upgrade 

options, Business Ready Licensing helps save 

time, reduce unnecessary costs, and free you 

to add capabilities when the time is right.  This 

simplified approach and predictable path 

for growing your solution helps protect your 

investment and minimize disruption to your 

business when you upgrade your system— 

helping to ensure a low total cost of ownership.

HELP SECURE CONTINUING VALUE WITH THE 

BUSINESS READY ENHANCEMENT PLAN

Available worldwide to Microsoft Dynamics GP 

customers, the Business Ready Enhancement 

Plan ensures smooth upgrades, updates, and 

maintenance support that help you stay current 

with the latest technologies and compliant 

with regulatory changes. The plan includes all 

upgrades, service pack updates, and regulatory/

tax updates, along with protected list price, 

transition investment credits, product lifecycle 

support, and much more. Equally important, 

you can reduce training costs, get more out 

of your solution, and increase productivity 

with CustomerSource, a self-service Web site 

that offers unlimited online training, technical 

product documentation, a Knowledge Base, 

downloads and updates, and access to 

newsgroups.

Software for today and tomorrow
WORK CLOSELY WITH A PARTNER WHO 

UNDERSTANDS YOUR BUSINESS

Tap into the global network of Microsoft 

Certified Partners with the industry and 

technical expertise to help you adapt a Microsoft 

Dynamics GP solution to fit your specific type of 

business. Your local Microsoft Certified Partner 

can provide expert support for implementing 

your Microsoft Dynamics GP solution and help 

your company benefit from a rich ecosystem of 

offerings. They can help you meet specialized 

needs across a wide range of industries and  

make it easy for you to conduct business  

without boundaries.

ENSURE EFFICIENT, PREDICTABLE 

IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH MICROSOFT  

SURE STEP

Get your solution up and running quickly with 

Microsoft Dynamics Sure Step, a straightforward 

methodology that includes tools and services 

designed to ensure reliable implementation, 

migration, and upgrades. Working together, you 

and your Microsoft partner can take advantage 

of a proven approach that works across the world 

to help speed time to deployment and minimize 

risks and costs—whether you’re deploying 

Microsoft Dynamics GP at a single location or 

across multiple sites and regions. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 

WITH MICROSOFT FINANCING

Whether you need software or a more 

comprehensive package that includes services 

and hardware, Microsoft Financing and finance 

solutions partners help make technology 

affordable. By financing your IT solutions and 

spreading payments in predictable installments, 

Microsoft and your partner can help you acquire 

the solutions you need now and free up your 

corporate credit lines for other investments.

Build your business with a solution designed for growth.



SOLUTIONS



Server, Visual Basic, Windows, and Windows Server are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Functionality 
described herein may not be available in all versions of Microsoft Dynamics GP Business Essentials. This document is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS DOCUMENT.

Part No. L7BR-0000-BE0A100 

Microsoft Dynamics is a line of business management solutions that automate business processes and 
help improve financial, customer relationship, and supply chain management. 

Delivered through a network of Microsoft partners, these integrated, adaptable solutions work like 
and with familiar Microsoft software to streamline processes across an entire business. 

For more information on Microsoft Dynamics GP Business Essentials, contact an authorized reseller 

and visit www.microsoft.com/dynamics/gp or e-mail gpinfo@microsoft.com.

U.S and Canada: 1-888-477-7989

Worldwide: +1-701-281-6500


